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Evidence that exogenous dietary miRNAs enter the bloodstream and tissues of ingesting animals has been accompanied
by an indication that at least one plant miRNA, miR168, participates in “cross-kingdom” regulation of a mammalian
transcript. If confirmed, these findings would support investigation of miRNA-based dietary interventions in disease.
Here, blood was obtained pre- and post-prandially (1, 4, 12 h) from pigtailed macaques that received a miRNA-rich plantbased substance. Plant and endogenous miRNAs were measured by RT-qPCR. Although low-level amplification was
observed for some plant miRNA assays, amplification was variable and possibly non-specific, as suggested by droplet
digital PCR. A consistent response to dietary intake was not observed. While our results do not support general and
consistent uptake of dietary plant miRNAs, additional studies are needed to establish whether or not plant or animal
xenomiRs are transferred across the gut in sufficient quantity to regulate endogenous genes.

Introduction
In 2012 L. Zhang et al. presented the hypothesis that plant
miRNAs are transferred into blood and then tissue from dietary
sources.1 Not only did the authors report detection of plant
miRNA in animals, they also provided evidence that one specific, abundant plant miRNA, miR168, regulated the expression of low-density lipoprotein receptor-associated protein 1
(LDLRAP1)1 in mice. Plant miRNAs, then, might be capable
of performing the same gene regulatory functions as endogenous
animal miRNAs.2,3 Furthermore, plant miRNAs appeared to
exert this function in tissue after entering from the circulation.
Endogenous animal miRNAs are known agents of intercellular
communication4-6 and are carried and protected in a diverse array
of biofluids by extracellular vesicles, protein complexes7,8 and
other vehicles.9
The hypothesis of L. Zhang et al., which we have elsewhere
called the dietary “xenomiR” hypothesis,10 has understandably provoked considerable attention, and the implications of

validation would be many. Plant miRNAs that traverse the gut in
numbers sufficient to regulate specific animal genes could be considered a new form of nutrient. If confirmed, this finding would
provide new evidence-based approaches to dietary preventive
strategies and nutritional therapies of human disease. In addition to careful use of abundant native plant miRNAs, specific,
normally low-abundance xenomiRs or even artificial miRNAs
designed to target disease-related transcripts could be overexpressed in plants for dietary administration. Some have stated
that plant xenomiRs could even explain the putative efficacy of
herbal folk remedies.11 Nor is there any reason to assume that
plants provide the only xenomiRs. Since unpackaged RNA is
rapidly degraded in the biological environment, uptake of foreign
RNA would likely include the native protective packaging of the
RNA (e.g., proteins or vesicles). If specific uptake could occur for
plant material, it might be more likely to occur for non-human
animal miRNAs that share more highly conserved packaging.10
Animal miRNAs would be more difficult than plant xenomiRs
to detect in the ingesting animal, given the 100% conservation of
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33 kg of cooked rice per day.13 The group of Ivashuta and Heck
addressed the issue of an apparent disconnect between abundance of miRNA in dietary sources and in animal samples with
a point-counterpoint review of several possibilities, namely that:
“plant miRNA abundance detected in animal tissue datasets
should reflect the distribution of miRNAs in plant tissues unless
(a particular miRNA) undergoes preferential uptake or stabilization in animals, or that alternatively there is active discrimination
against more abundant plant miRNAs.”12
With the goal of shedding more light on the likelihood of
dietary xenomiR transfer, we used the Macaca nemestrina nonhuman primate model to examine response to dietary intake
of a plant miRNA-rich food source. Sensitive mature miRNAspecific RT-qPCR assays were used to detect and quantitate xenomiRs and endogenous miRNAs in plasma before and following
dietary intake.
Results

Figure 1. miRNA abundance and amplification efficiency in a plantbased dietary substance and in mammalian plasma. (A) Relative
abundance of several highly conserved plant miRNAs in a soy- and
fruit substance. RNA was purified from 100 μl “Silk” using the mirVana
total RNA isolation protocol (Ambion/Life Technologies). Hydrolysis
probe-based RT-qPCR measurements were made from up to three
independent RNA isolations. Fold abundance was calculated relative to
miR160. Similar results were obtained at different input RNA dilutions
(not shown). Error bars represent standard deviation. (B and C) RT-qPCR
assay linearity and amplification efficiency was assessed (shown here:
miR160) using 2-fold serial dilutions of cDNA prepared with mature
miRNA-specific stem-loop primers and plant RNA from the dietary
substance (B) or RNA from pre- or post-prandial plasma samples (C).
For plant RNA, (B) starting dilution (#1) corresponded to cDNA from approximately 6.3 nanoliters of the original substance. Final dilution (#6)
was from about 200 picoliters original volume. Amplification occurred
in all wells, and amplification efficiency was approximately 100%. Error
bars are standard deviation of triplicate measurements (less than half
a cycle for all dilutions). For plasma, dilutions corresponded to material
from 2 μl plasma (#1) down to 60 nl plasma (#6). Standard deviation
corresponded to half a cycle or greater for 8 of 12 samples, and several
wells within technical replicate groups did not amplify. Amplification
efficiencies were 94% (plasma 1) and 65% (plasma 2).

most abundant canonical miRNAs, but sequencing approaches12
and carefully controlled labeling experiments could provide
answers.
Amidst the justifiable excitement, however, questions about
the hypothesis have been raised.10,12,13 Few follow-up studies have
been published.12,14 Publicly available sequencing data were found
to diverge from the originally reported prevalence of plant xenomiRs in animal samples.12 It was also noted that, in the original
study, only five plant miRNAs were detected consistently (but
quite variably) in RNA isolated from 100 mL of pooled serum.10
Petrick and colleagues calculated that the feeding regimen in the
original mouse studies would correspond with a human intake of
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A commercially available plant-based, plant miRNA-rich substance (a “Silk” fruit and protein shake) was chosen for administration to pigtailed macaques. The substance contained soy
and fruit material but no animal products. Relative abundance
of mature plant miRNAs was assessed in relation to the moderately abundant miR160 (Fig. 1A). A stem-loop primer, hydrolysis
probe-based RT-qPCR assay for miR160 showed consistent and
efficient amplification through at least 35 PCR cycles (Fig. 1B).
Dilutions indicated that miR160 was consistently detected in
reverse transcribed material corresponding to less than 200 picoliters (dilution 6) to s nanoliters (dilution 1) of the original substance (Fig. 1B).
The substance was administered by gavage to two male pigtailed macaques following overnight fasting. Gavage volume was
approximately 5% of estimated blood volume for each animal
(see Methods and Table S1). Based on the results of L. Zhang
et al., in which changes in plasma miRNA abundance were
reported in mice within 3–6 h of food intake (rice),1 we drew
blood at 1, 4, and 12 h postprandial time points for comparison
with an overnight fasting, pre-intake time point. We chose these
time points because our food source was relatively homogenized
compared with raw rice and because we wished to allow ample
time (12 h) for return of plant miRNA to fasting levels, assuming a post-prandial increase. Plasma was isolated and frozen, and
RNA was isolated from all plasma samples simultaneously for
RT-qPCR analysis.
RT-qPCR results indicated late amplification of some plant
miRNA, but the quality of data was low and inconsistent with
specific, reliable detection. Strikingly, despite consistent and
efficient plant miRNA amplification from material corresponding to sub-nanoliter volumes of the plant miRNA source to 35
PCR cycles, results of RT-qPCR reactions for plasma were highly
variable. Many reactions did not amplify, and standard deviations for amplifying replicates were high. We aim generally for
Cq standard deviations of 0.2 or less for our miRNA assays; for
all but the miR160 reactions, standard deviations (to the extent
they could be calculated) were generally greater than 1. miR172
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did not amplify before 40 cycles, and miRs166, 167, and 168
had median Cq greater than 35. For miR168, but not for other
plant miRNA or endogenous RNA, no-template controls also
amplified regularly within the same Cq range as the experimental samples (data not shown). Even for miR160, the earliest and
most consistently amplifying plant miRNA (mean Cq of 32.6),
efficiency of amplification varied considerably as assessed by
dilution experiments (see Fig. 1C for two examples). Together,
these results diminish confidence in the specificity and reliability of RT-qPCR amplification of these particular plant miRNA
from plasma. Indeed, the most conservative interpretation is
that, with the possible but ambiguous exception of miR160,
there is little evidence for presence of these plant miRNA in nonhuman primate blood prior to or following dietary intake of a
plant miRNA-rich substance.
Nevertheless, it remained possible that extremely low levels of
plant miRNA were present and detected, so we sought to identify
trends in the data that could support the xenomiR hypothesis.
We could justify closer examination of only miR160 and miR166
because of the widespread lack of amplification of miR167 and
miR172 and the no-template control amplification of miR168,
which indicated non-specificity. If xenomiRs were introduced
into the bloodstream from the diet, it might stand to reason that
the plasma plant miRNA profile would adjust to resemble the
profile of the ingested substance. Furthermore, based on the data
of L. Zhang, et al.,1 the fasting xenomiR profile should be rapidly
altered by dietary intake.
The apparent abundance of xenomiRs in plasma at time zero
did not shift consistently following gavage, nor did the relative
quantities of miRNA in the dietary substance resemble those
in the plasma at any time point. In the plant-based substance,
miR160 was considerably less abundant than miR166 (as well as
167 and 168, Fig. 1A). However, miR160 was apparently much
more abundant than miR166 in plasma before dietary intake, and
it remained so at all post-prandial time points (Fig. 2A) with no
consistent adjustment toward the ratio in the ingested material.
Although abundance of miR166 relative to miR160 appeared to
increase on average (Fig. 2A), this finding must be viewed against
the tremendous variability of miR166 values. Examining the
data in a different way, data for our two pilot subjects were not
only highly variable; they generally did not track with each other
(Fig. 2B and C).
While we were conducting this study, in December 2012, a
new biofluids-specific RNA purification system became available (miRCURY RNA Isolation Kit - Biofluids from Exiqon).
According to the manufacturer, this system provides improved
yield and enhanced removal of PCR inhibitors. We have confirmed the outstanding performance of this system for small
RNA isolation from both plasma and cerebrospinal fluid.15
With the goal of determining whether low RNA recovery or the
presence of PCR inhibitors in our initial isolations could have
contributed to largely negative results, we repeated the above
experiments after isolating RNA with the Exiqon Biofluids
procedure from previously unthawed macaque plasma. Despite
greater recovery of endogenous miRNAs from plasma with this
method, inconsistent amplification and high standard deviations
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Figure 2. Plant miRNAs in circulation before and following intake of a
miRNA-rich food source. (A) Apparent abundance in plasma of miR166
relative to miR160, as assessed by RT-qPCR with RNA samples purified
by mirVana technique, did not match relative abundance in the food
source at any time point pre- or post-prandial (compare with Fig. 1A) in
either of two macaque subjects designated “67X” and “HL26.” (B and C)
Plasma miR160 and miR166 Cq values and standard deviations by time
point and subject (67X and HL26). Missing standard deviation bars are
due to insufficient numbers of amplifying wells. Note that, to the extent
it could be estimated, direction of apparent regulation often differed
between the two subjects.

for plant miRNAs in plasma were again observed. In contrast
with results from the first RNA isolation method, miR160 did
not amplify consistently before 40 cycles (Fig. 3). miRs166, 167,
and 168 amplified between about 35 and 38 cycles, albeit with
considerable variability (Fig. 3, top and middle panels). Since we
had previously examined only four of the top six plant miRNA
reported by Zhang et al.,1 in these experiments, we also measured plant miR156. Just as for the other plant miRNAs, miR156
amplified late and inconsistently in macaque plasma both before
and after gavage of plant material (Fig. 3, lower panels). No consistent trends were observed in the two subjects.
Although our isolation replicates would have tended to minimize the possibility that RNA isolation efficiency outliers could
affect results, we tested the level of a spiked-in exogenous RNA to
confirm technical recovery. Values were highly consistent across
all samples (Fig. 3, lower panels). Thus, whether for raw data
or data normalized for technical recovery, there was no apparent
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amplification. For mir160, the plant miRNA with
relatively high apparent counts in the mirVana-purified plasma RNA, large numbers of counts appeared,
but the intensity plots for these reactions revealed
a “rain” appearance, consistent with nonspecific
amplification (Fig. 4C). No-template control reactions for miRs166, 167, 168, and others also showed
very low-level apparent amplification that would
register “positive” depending on threshold. Droplet
digital PCR, then, underscored the non-specific
nature of many amplification events assigned to
plant miRNA in macaque plasma.
Discussion
Our results indicate that, even if some plant miRNAs
appeared to amplify from nonhuman primate plasma,
their levels were quite low and/or amplification was
non-specific. Detection was largely unreliable for plant
miRNAs 156, 160, 166, 167, 168, and 172 despite the
relative abundance of all but miR172 in a soy- and
fruit-substance that was administered to the macaque
subjects. Copy numbers from digital PCR revealed
miRNA amounts ranging from 0.11–2.26 fmol/mL
in the soy/fruit substance. Comparing these amounts
with the data of L. Zhang et al. on miRNA content of
raw and cooked rice, the abundance in the substance
Figure 3. RT-qPCR results for RNA isolated with a high-performance biofluidswas intermediate between raw rice and the cooked
specific protocol (Exiqon). Cq and standard deviation of RT-qPCR results for five plant
food that was the dietary staple of the human subjects
miRNAs and one exogenous spike-in RNA are shown for plasma from subjects 67X
(left) and HL26 (right) obtained at the pre-prandial (0) time point and at 1, 4, and 12
of L. Zhang et al.1 Nevertheless, plant xenomiR levels
h post-prandial. Asterisk indicates a time point for which no reactions amplified for
did not appear to change in response to dietary intake
that miRNA. In the bottom panels, highly consistent recovery is shown for a miRNA
and did not respond consistently in the two subjects
(cel-miR-39) that was spiked in to the RNA isolation reactions to assess variability in
of our pilot study.
the isolation technique that could have affected results.
miR160 initially appeared to provide the best
evidence for presence and diet responsiveness in aniincrease in miRNA levels following dietary intake. However, mal plasma. However, additional evidence weighed against this
apparent increase or lack thereof would appear to be irrelevant, as interpretation of the data. A second, biofluids-specific RNA isono-template controls often amplified in the same cycle range as lation method did not allow replication of the miR160 results.
the plant miRNAs. This was not the case for endogenous animal Amplification appeared to be non-specific even in the original
miRNAs or the spiked-in control, supporting the case that the samples according to ddPCR. Also, L. Zhang et al. reported
late apparent amplification of plant xenomiRs from these RNA sequence reads of miR160 in only five of 10 human serum
isolations was non-specific.
pools, and in those samples, there was a median of only eight
To investigate further the potential for extremely low copy sequences per million reads (analysis of supplemental data from
numbers of plant miRNA in animal plasma, as well as to exam- ref. 1).
ine specificity, we employed droplet digital PCR (ddPCR).16
Had the miR160 results been more reliable, copy numbers
With the ddPCR platform we used, the PCR reaction mix, would still have been low, corresponding to approximately one
including fluorescently labeled hydrolysis probes, was emulsi- 1,000th the level of miR-16 (not shown), a moderately abundant
fied into nanoliter droplets. Following thermocycling, positive plasma miRNA.7,17 This raises the issue of stoichiometry: How
and negative droplets were counted to provide copy number much of a miRNA must be present in plasma to have a physiestimates. Plant miRNAs were reliably counted in high dilu- ologic effect, for example, to influence gene regulation in tissue?
tions of the RNA samples from plant material, down to frac- There is no consensus on the answer, and although it has been
tional copies per microliter in the multi-microliter input sample proposed that fairly high copy numbers of miRNA must be pres(Fig. 4A and B; additional examples not shown but available ent in a cell to exert regulation,18 it is possible that some miRNAs
upon request). Counts were also generated for macaque plasma or some regulatory mechanisms are exceptional. We cannot dis(Fig. 4A–C), but intensity plots showed that these counts were miss out-of-hand the potential of very low copy number plant
generally of very low and variable intensity, as for non-specific miRNAs to have a physiologic effect.
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In addition to the results reported
here, several lines of evidence must
be considered when weighing the
dietary xenomiR hypothesis, at
least as regards plant miRNA. First,
serum data from the original study
were highly variable (Fig. S1, plot
of supplemental data from ref. 1)
and perhaps suggestive of possible
contamination or other issues, as
has been intimated previously for
plant pollen in the case of results
involving putatively non-Mendelian
inheritance.19,20 For example, from
12–27,758 miR168 reads per million
were reported across the 12 serum
pools that were sequenced.1 Since
sample pooling tends to mask variability, this range in detection gives
pause, especially considering the
reported enrichment of miR168 and
miR156 in plant pollen.21 Also, if an
abundant dietary xenomiR such as
miR168 is present at levels as low as
Figure 4. Droplet digital PCR indicates specific amplification of plant miRNA from plant source but
12 per million reads, it is difficult to
not from pre- or postprandial animal plasma. (A and B) Intensity plots of DX100 QuantaSoft results
envision how rare, exotic plant-spefor miR167 and miR168: for RNA from the dietary plant material (left), positive droplets clustered at
cific miRNAs could reach functionhigh and relatively consistent intensity (specific amplification). Droplets from four hour postprandial
ally relevant levels in the organism,10
plasma samples (right) had low and varying intensity, especially for miR168, consistent with inefficient
as has been proposed.11
or spurious amplification. Triplicate reactions are shown. Note that the intensity scale is not necessarily
equivalent between different plots. (C) miR160 showed the highest level of amplification from plasma
Second,
additional
negative
for miRNAs we examined by RT-qPCR (see Fig. 2), but by ddPCR with pre- and post-prandial plasma
results included the analysis of pubsamples, there was a wide range of droplet intensities. From plant material, droplet intensities clustered
lic data sets by the group of Ivashuta
consistently as for the miRNAs in (A and B) (not shown). The horizontal line is an example of where a
and Heck,12 as well as accompanying
threshold might be drawn. (D) Low-level non-specific amplification for plant miRs166, 167, and 168
results from the same team examfrom one no-template control reaction each (water). (E) Copy number counts and confidence interval minimum and maximum for miR160 per microliter of reaction volume over a 1:4 dilution series of
ining insect feeding.12 Writing in
material corresponding to cDNA from input into a reverse transcription reaction that corresponded to
BMC Genomics, this group found
RNA obtained from 6.25 nl (dilution 1), 1.6 nl (dilution 2), and 400 pl (dilution 3) of the “Silk” plant-based
that miR168 was the exclusive or the
substance. (F) Counts and confidence intervals for undiluted material from plasma RNA isolations for
overwhelmingly predominant plant
the pre-intake and 4 h postprandial time points for miR160 for subjects 67X and HL26.
miRNA detected in the majority of
63 high-throughput sequencing studies that examined organisms ranging from insects to humans and et al., plant RNA sequences were found in plasma along with
including cell culture. The monocot-specific miR168 predomi- diverse bacterial and fungal RNA sequences.14 However, the only
nated even in animals with a dicot diet. Furthermore, the abun- reported plant miRNA in this study was miR168, and it was
dance of plant miRNAs in animal RNA populations was at least present at a median of less than three copies per million sequence
an order of magnitude lower than reported by L. Zhang et al.,1 reads. Exogenous plasma RNAs were also reported in a study by
even in the study with the highest reported abundance of plant Semenov et al., but it does not appear that plant miRNAs were
miRNAs.12 In insect feeding studies, plant miRNA were found examined.24 Raw data appeared to be unavailable for these studeven in non-feeding neonates. Thus, some detection of plant ies,14,24 as for the original study.1 Since expression data may often
miRNA, and miR168 in particular, could be due to technical be useful beyond the purposes for which they were intended, all
artifact or cross-contamination of sequencing experiments.12
researchers are encouraged to deposit sequencing and microarray
Finally, we are unaware of any firm published confirma- data to facilitate transparency and replication.25
tion of the results of L. Zhang et al. Although the study has
Several potential weaknesses of the current study must be
been cited almost 100 times as of this writing (according to a emphasized. It is unclear how or whether to normalize data for
Google Scholar search on May 6, 2013), most treatments of the low-quantity endogenous miRNA in plasma, much less xenplant miRNA hypothesis have understandably taken the form omiRs. Although normalization to multiple endogenous features
of review and hypothesis.10,11,22,23 In a primary study by Wang, is recommended for endogenous miRNA,26-28 the populations of
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vehicles that carry and protect miRNA in circulation—extracellular vesicles, protein complexes and possibly others—may
change in quantity and/or size distribution following dietary
intake, as suggested by nanoparticle tracking analysis (Fig. S2),
and potentially during the Circadian day.6 Further studies would
be needed to determine appropriate normalization strategies
for plant xenomiRs. Generally, we have presented raw Cq values because we feel that they are the most open and unambiguous presentation of the data, indicating variability and apparent
abundance; because spike-in experiments demonstrated no significant difference in technical RNA recovery between samples;
and because any sort of technical or biological normalization is
of limited or no value for the questionably specific amplification
we observed.
Another important weakness is that our feeding experiments
included only two macaque subjects. It is formally possible that
these animals could have been coincidentally deficient in a hypothetical pathway necessary for dietary miRNA uptake. However,
we have observed the same specificity problems in larger numbers
of plasma samples from mouse models (data not shown).
Confirming the exciting and noteworthy hypothesis that xenomiRs are absorbed from the diet and exert functional effects
in animals would have profound implications.10,29 However, we
submit that our data do not provide strong support for entry into
the bloodstream of large proportions of the miRNA complement
of dietary plant sources. It is unclear (and would be more difficult
to ascertain) whether dietary animal xenomiRs contribute to the
circulating miRNA profile. Careful sequencing studies should
be done to address this possibility. Overall, additional, carefully
controlled studies with larger groups of subjects are needed to
answer the many questions surrounding the xenomiR hypothesis.
Materials and Methods
Ethics statement. Animal studies were approved by the Johns
Hopkins University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee and conducted in accordance with the Weatherall
Report, the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
and the USDA Animal Welfare Act.
Reagents. “Silk” fruit and protein substance (WhiteWave
Foods Company) was purchased from a local grocer and stored
at 4°C until use. Paired stem-loop reverse transcription primers
and hydrolysis probe/primer combinations for RT-qPCR were
purchased from Life Technologies for the following miRNAs:
plant miRs156, 160, 166, 167, 168, 172; cel-miR-39 (spike-in);
and mammalian miRNAs miRs-15b, -16, -17, -20a*, -21, -122,
-191, and -223. RNA isolation kits were from Life Technologies
(mirVana, AM1561) or Exiqon (miRCURY RNA Isolation kit
- Biofluids, #300112). All RT-qPCR and ddPCR reagents were
purchased from Life Technologies or BioRad. Additional reagents
included glycogen (Ambion/Life Technologies, AM9510) and
synthetic cel-miR-39 (Integrated DNA Technologies—custom
product synthesized to sequence from www.miRbase.org).30
Experimental design and sample handling. Two macaque
subjects were chosen for the feeding experiment (see characteristics in Table S1). Animals were chemically restrained
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with ketamine hydrochloride (10–12 mg/kg) intramuscularly
for blood sampling and gastric gavage. Blood samples were
obtained by venipuncture after overnight fasting (time 0). A
volume of “Silk” fruit and protein substance corresponding to
approximately 5% of total blood volume was administered by
gastric gavage. Blood was drawn at 1, 4, and 12 h after gavage.
All samples were collected with ACD anticoagulant to avoid
interference with nucleic acid amplification reactions, and
plasma was isolated by centrifugation as described previously.28
Samples were frozen in small aliquots and maintained at −80
°C until use.
RNA isolation. RNA samples were isolated simultaneously
to avoid unnecessary introduction of batch effects. Using the
mirVana total RNA isolation protocol (Life Technologies), RNA
was extracted from 100 μl plasma as previously described,28,31
with elution in 100 μl highly pure water. Isolation with the
miRCURY Biofluids kit (Exiqon) was done from 170 μl plasma,
with elution in 50 μl for a concentration factor of 3.4 compared
with the mirVana-isolated RNA (assuming equal recovery).
Manufacturer’s instructions were followed with the following modifications: 3 μg per reaction highly pure glycogen was
used as a carrier/co-precipitant, and an amount of synthetic celmiR-39 (Integrated DNA Technologies) corresponding to 10 pg
per isolation was added to lysis buffer (“lysis solution BF”). We
note that synthetic RNA cannot be added directly to plasma
or other biological substances because endogenous RNases will
degrade it forthwith. Isolated RNA from all isolation methods
was stored at −80 °C.
RT-qPCR. Reverse transcription and RT-qPCR steps were
performed according to manufacturer’s protocol with any
modifications as described previously.28,32 Real-time detection systems were the iQ5 and CFX96 instruments (BioRad).
Although we typically do not perform more than 35 RT-qPCR
cycles, we allowed all reactions to proceed for 45 cycles so as not
to eliminate late but potentially consistently amplifying xenomiR reactions.
Droplet digital PCR. ddPCR was performed with stem-loop
RT reactions as input and with hydrolysis probe miRNA-specific assays from Life Technologies as described above. We used
the QX100 droplet generator and droplet reader, along with
QuantaSoft software (all from BioRad). Manufacturer’s instructions were followed throughout.
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